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About This Game

Online shopping has taken its toll and now it's time for the mall to be destroyed due to unpaid debts. Unfortunately, your shady
demolition business can't afford a wrecking ball so you'll have to use your car instead. Don't think you can go about your job as

you please. Holdout shoppers are still in the mall, and dangerous mayhem is around every corner!

The goal is to destroy as many things in the mall as possible. Getting stuck for more than a few seconds or hitting too many
shoppers means game over. You won't go unrewarded for your efforts. For every object you destroy you will receive points.

Points can be used to unlock abilities to greatly enhance the demolition experience.
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If you gain enough points in a certain mall you will unlock an ability! Abilities help you get unstuck, avoid shoppers, or destroy
objects.

Boost-Gain a quick burst of speed to blast through obstacles or get unstuck.

Balls Of Steel-Magically drops down 4 huge steel balls from the sky, destroying everything in their path.

Ghost-Fear those shoppers no more! Instead of running the shoppers over on "accident", you'll pass right through them.

Radial Force-It's like the force, but radial.

Second Chance-Are you stuck? No problem! Just use this ability to spawn back at the center of the mall. This is the only
ability that can only be used once per game.

Give Up-Had enough? Use this ability to destroy your car and save the current score.

Ready to up the challenge? Modes make the game harder to play. You can enable as many modes as you want. You'll be
rewarded by a score multiplier while the mode is enabled. The amount of lives you have can also be adjusted to tweak the

difficulty even more.

Blackout-Power outage in the mall! With all of the lights out you'll have to rely only on your headlights.

Slippery Floors-The janitor just recently mopped up the floors. The mall just turned into a drift course!

Earthquake-Everything is starting to shake. Can you destroy the mall before the earthquake destroys you?

Inversion-Everything will be flipped upside down. Gravity vector change not included.

Deadly Walls-Let's just pretend that the walls are lava.

Black Friday-The mall is packed today! Can you destroy the mall before the shoppers get their Black Friday deals?

Fast paced action packed gameplay; there’s mayhem around every corner.

Advanced destruction technology that fully utilizes Unreal Engine 4.
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Navigate through six huge malls packed with items.

Action packed arcade style gameplay with six game modes.

Steam achievements and Steam Cloud save support.

Relaxing mall music and elevator music that goes perfectly with the destruction.

Made by a single developer with a great passion for games and the gaming industry.

I hope you have as much fun with Mall Mayhem as I had making it!
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mayhem mega mall. mall of mayhem. doom mall of mayhem. mall mayhem barbie. weberstown mall mayhem. stockton mall
mayhem. cherry hill mall mayhem. mall mayhem

The game is quite short and the story isn't as well as the past compared to the two others titles. But the game is still good and
fun. Also, we finally have some answers about past characters.. This is a mobile ported retro pixel simplistic rhythm/defense
game where you push some buttons to kill attackers climbing your tower.

There's so much wrong with this it's giving me a headache just thinking about it. Convoluted controls that can't be remapped, no
high resolution support, lazy retro pixel graphics (hire an artist, you incompetent buffoons), mobile ported mobile gameplay.

Nobody should play this, ever. It wasn't even that successful on iOS. What's it doing on Steam? iPhone games don't belong on
PC.. It's a classic hardcore detailed RPG. While Star Trail is the real shining star of this series, this is a great introduction to old
school gaming. I have no idea if they fixed the bugs (save game destroying errors) from the original, so be wary of certain
siutations such as starting a fire in the spider cave or gathering coins in the final tomb.

I'm a big fan of realism in my RPG, even when it can be frustrating. The idea of having to plan for weapons breaking, illnesses,
cold and wet weather, equipment wearing out, as well as climbing and swimming challenges is something often overlooked in
most modern games.

If you love all-inclusive details, where you build your characters from scratch and have to plan your quests tactfully, this is your
game!. Another mobile port brought to steam.
Flashout 2 feels like a free-to-play game, and not a particularly fair one at that.. Game is awesome. Great for all ages.
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Recommended to my by a friend, I'm glad I gave it a try! Brilliantly addictive! Reminds me of the days when fun was the most
important thing to have with a game! Playing with all the Kaijus, trying new strategies and unlocking the levels is throughoutly
enjoyable.

The Kaiju Offensive will remind you about what gaming should be about!. Awesome remake of an old (almost obscure) C64
game. Kind of like chess with mythical beasts except you get a chance to fight your opponent in an arena. I love this! thanks for
the remake. This game turned up in my discovery que and I had never heard anything of it before. It's a monster catching game
in a scenerio format. It's fun in seeing the different ghosts (which are well designed and visually appealing) which all have
different strengths and weaknesses. While there is some unbalance in some ghosts being more powerful than others, it's not out
of hand so it doesn't take too much from the gameplay.

The scenerio 'areas' have multiple paths you can take that could make or break your run and introduce you to many of the
different types of ghosts. You do have to make some strategy on the fly and hope the RNG gods are smiling on you, but not so
much so that you'll get frustrated.

At the start of a scenerio, you get to pick which ghost you start with and have to encounter 'wild' ghosts to unlock more for
chosing in the other scenerios or if you chose to do a re-run to beat your high score.

All in all, this really is a worthwhile game if you enjoy monster catching RPGs with a bit of a twist.. Not bad , but the game
can't run smoothly even in low settings! After all still love the game :). I like the game, but I wouldn't recomend it since it
freezes.. Please release this beautiful game. Take your time on it. Don't give up.. I really wanted to like this game, but the User
Interface is really clumsy and not fun to work with at all.

The challenges start simple enough, but rapidly grow in difficulty and scope, to the point that I'm still not sure how to clear the
next puzzles I have access to.

The UI needs a complete overhaul.. Wow, one of the best racing games I have played in a long time. Still can't believe it was
only \u00a32.00, definitely a worthy purchase. This game has quality tracks and cars, the power-ups have been thoroughly
thought through and are almost always different everytime. The soundtrack is definitely also one of my top favourite things
about this amazing game! Simply cannot believe this great game.
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